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Covid 19, pandemic of the century, harm the entire
humankind brought into sharp focus the need for health
care reforms that promote universal access to affordable
care.
Attack of virulent coronavirus, rapid spread left the
millions of people vulnerable, demanding swift,
coordinated political action to ensure access to
affordable care.
Healthcare sector, front line workers primary
objective to break the chain of corona virus posed a
major challenge arisen due to the unprecedent outbreak.

The unprecedented global outbreak of coronavirus 19
put healthcare workers under immense pressure and
stretched others beyond their capacity.
Lengthy working hours, pandemic panic, danger of
getting infected, working in designed suits turned to be
difficult task for healthcare workers, despite of which the
healthcare heroes didn’t give up and served the
community.
A million thanks to the healthcare workers!!!!

The current generation fetched the benefits of the
global digital era, well equiped citizens with digital
communicating gadgets like smart phones, laptop’s,
computer, IOT (internet of things) devices faciliated and
eased the communicating, organising the ecosystem to
serve the community.
The develpoment and evolving pattern of virtual
technology has become the game changer in healthcare
sector. the virtual visit in between the clinicians and
patients via has brought a major relief to the community
during the covid pandemic.
Since the beginning of the outbreak, health care
providers have been shown support, solidarity and
gratitude than they ever have.
Yet, attacks on health care have continuously been
reported and now also include incidents linked to the
COVID-19 pandemic across the world.
As per the report published in WHO titled “Attacks on
health care in the context of COVID-19”
Eight kind of attacks have been noted:
1. Physical assault
2. Psychological threat
3. Individual weapon
4. Denial of services
5. Obstruction
6. Eviction from home
7. Cyber attack
8. Heavy weapon
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